Measurements from three classes of direct-drive implosions at the OMEGA laser system ͓T. R. Boehly et al., Opt. Commun. 133, 495 ͑1997͔͒ were combined with Monte Carlo simulations to investigate models for determining hot-fuel areal density (R hot ) in compressed, D 2 -filled capsules, and to assess the impact of mix and other factors on the determination of R hot . The results of the Monte Carlo simulations were compared to predictions of simple, commonly used models that use ratios of either secondary D 3 He proton yields or secondary DT neutron yields to primary DD neutron yields to provide estimates R hot,2p or R hot,2n , respectively, for R hot . For the first class of implosion, where R hot is low ͑р3 mg/cm 2 ͒, R hot,2p and R hot,2n often agree with each other and are often good estimates of the actual R hot . For the second class of implosion, where R hot is of order 10 mg/cm 2 , R hot,2p often underestimates the actual value due to secondary proton yield saturation; in addition, fuel-shell mix causes R hot,2p to further underestimate, and R hot,2n to overestimate, R hot . As a result, values of R hot,2p and R hot,2n can be interpreted as lower and upper limits, respectively. For the third class of implosion, involving cryogenic capsules, secondary protons and neutrons are produced mainly in the hot and cold fuel regions, respectively, and the effects of the mixing of hot and cold fuel must be taken into account when interpreting the values of R hot,2p and R hot,2n . From these data sets, it is concluded that accurate inference of R hot requires comprehensive measurements and detailed modeling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Maximizing the hot-fuel areal density (R hot ) and understanding the effects of mix upon it are fundamental issues of inertial confinement fusion ͑ICF͒. [1] [2] [3] One method used for estimate R hot of D 2 -filled capsule implosions is to measure the yields of secondary protons (Y 2p ) and/or secondary neutrons (Y 2n ) relative to the primary neutron yield (Y 1n ). 4 -12 These secondary particles result from sequential reactions in which the energetic primary products of reactions, These processes produce secondary particles with spectra spread over significant energy intervals due to the kinetic energy of the primary products. The secondary particle yields are typically two to three orders of magnitude lower than the primary yield, and the ratios Y 2n /Y 1n , and Y 2p /Y 1n ͑which are linearly dependent on R hot in certain plasma regimes͒ can each be used to infer a value of R hot for implosions of D 2 -filled capsules in both direct-and indirect-drive experiments. [12] [13] [14] [15] In Refs. 12-15, the simple ''hot-spot'' and/or ''uniform'' models were used to relate these ratios to R hot . Although these simple models have been widely used to infer values of R hot , they have some serious limitations, which can result in misinterpretation and errors ͑as described in Sec. II͒; one manifestation of these problems is often disagreement between the proton-and neutron-inferred values of R hot calculated from experimental data ͑also shown in Fig. 1 , where we use the terminology R hot,2p and R hot,2n to refer to the two experimentally inferred values͒. These deviations are related to a combination of mix, temperature a͒ Visiting Senior Scientist, Laboratory for Laser Energetics, University of Rochester.
b͒ Also at Department of Mechanical Engineering and Physics and Astronomy.
profile, and the difference between the cross section for secondary reactions ͑3͒ and ͑4͒, which can cause secondary protons and neutrons to be produced in different regions of the compressed capsules ͑Fig. 2͒. In addition, other workers have noted some puzzling issues with recent secondary neutron measurements in indirect drive implosions on OMEGA. 16 In that work, the authors observed a factor of 3 larger Y 2n /Y 1n ratio and a narrower secondary neutron spectrum than predicted for these low-convergence implosions ͑where mix should be relatively unimportant͒. In contrast, for high-convergence implosions, they found better agreement between measured and predicted Y 2n /Y 1n values.
In previous work, 12 high-resolution secondary-proton spectra were obtained during experiments at the OMEGA laser facility. 17 The yields were used with measured neutron yields to estimate R hot with the hot-spot and uniform models and it was shown that R hot,2p was often lower than R hot,2n . This was attributed to the effects of fuel-shell mix, and it was suggested that the two different values might be considered lower and upper limits, respectively. In this paper, that work is extended to cover a wider range of implosion types and to include Monte Carlo simulations that allow a detailed study of the implications of more realistic models of the compressed core on the secondary production. Section II describes the hot-spot and uniform models and their limitations. Section III describes the experiments and the range of parameters that are measured. Section IV describes a Monte Carlo program that has been developed to model the implosions to understand how particle production occurs. Results from both experiments and Monte Carlo simulations are discussed in Sec. V, with an emphasis on how R hot is related to the yields of primary and secondary particles. Conclusions are described in Sec. VI. While Sec. V shows model parameters resulting in simulations that are best fits to the data, Appendix A illustrates the range of models that are statistically compatible with the data. Appendix B summarizes some of the notation used in this paper for different aspects of areal density.
II. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PRODUCTS
The hot-spot and uniform models have been commonly used to relate Y 2p /Y 1n and Y 2n /Y 1n to R hot . The hot-spot model assumes that an imploded capsule is a sphere of uni-FIG. 1. Secondary-proton-and secondary-neutron-implied values of R hot are compared for implosions of small R hot ͑squares͒, medium R hot ͑tri-angles͒, and cryogenic ͑circles͒ capsules at the OMEGA laser facility. For low R hot implosions, the values of R hot inferred from secondary protons and neutrons using the simple hot-spot model agree reasonably well. It is also shown that values of R hot are larger for implosions with ϳ12 kJ laser energy ͑open squares͒ than for implosions with ϳ23 kJ laser energy ͑closed squares͒. For these dramatically overdriven implosions, it is possible that the effects of mix are coming back into play, as indicated by the observation that R hot,2n is larger than R hot,2p . However, for implosions with larger R hot , the values inferred from secondary neutrons are always larger than the values from secondary protons. The error bars shown are typical of each type of implosion; they include uncertainties in the measurements and in the assumed values of the density.
FIG. 2.
Calculated radial distributions of primary and secondary birth positions per unit length for ͑a͒ low R implosion 30981, ͑b͒ medium R implosion 27 443, and ͑c͒ cryogenic implosion 28 900. For low R implosions, where R hot,2p and R hot,2n agree reasonably well, birth positions of secondary protons and neutrons are virtually identical. However, for medium R and cryogenic implosions, where R hot,2n is always larger than R hot,2p , secondary neutrons are produced at larger radii than secondary protons. Note that calculated radial distributions of primary birth rates per unit volume ͑as opposed to unit radius͒ are shown in Figs. 10, 11, and 12 for these three implosions.
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Kurebayashi et al. Phys. Plasmas 12, 032703 (2005) form density and temperature and that all primary reactions occur at the very center of the capsule. A fraction of the primary 3 He ͑tritons͒ fuses with thermal deuterons, producing secondary protons ͑neutrons͒ as they move radially outward. As the primary particles travel through the D plasma, they lose energy and the probability for producing secondary particles along the path varies greatly since the secondary D 3 He and DT fusion cross sections ( D3He and DT ) are strong functions of the primary 3 He and T energies ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒.
18 D3He peaks at ϳ0.65 MeV, close to the 3 He birth energy ͑0.8 MeV͒, while DT peaks at ϳ0.18 MeV, significantly lower than the triton birth energy ͑1.0 MeV͒. As a result, secondary protons are mainly produced near the 3 He birth position, while secondary neutrons are mainly produced further away from the triton birth position ͓see Fig. 3͑b͔͒ The uniform model assumes that the primary particles are produced uniformly in a sphere of constant density and temperature. The Y 2p /Y 1n and Y 2n /Y 1n dependencies show behavior similar to that in the hot-spot model. The main difference is that values of R hot inferred using the uniform model are always larger than values from the hot-spot model because the mean path length of primary particles in the D plasma is shorter by 25% in the uniform model, when saturation has not occurred. The simulations described in Sec. V indicate that the hot-spot model usually results in more meaningful values of R hot than the uniform model. Thus, the hot-spot model will be used throughout the remainder of the paper. FIG. 3 . ͑a͒ Dependence of the secondary D 3 He ͑DT͒ reaction cross section on the energy of the primary 3 He ͑T͒ in a cold D plasma. 18 The D 3 He reaction cross section is peaked close to the birth energy of 3 He, while the DT reaction cross section peaks dramatically after T has lost most of its energy. ͑b͒ As a result, secondary protons are created close to the birth points of primary 3 He ͑here defined as Rϭ0) while secondary neutrons are produced away from the birth points of primary T (Rϭ0). Although this plot is for a 1 g/cc, 3 keV D plasma, it looks similar for plasmas with different densities and temperatures. Both models have limitations that can introduce errors into the analysis of R hot . These include the saturation of Y 2p and Y 2n and the uncertainty introduced by the temperature dependence of Y 2n . The shapes of temperature and density profiles, and the presence of fuel-shell mix [19] [20] [21] can have substantial impact on secondary particle production. In reality, the temperature is highest and the density is lowest at the center of the implosion. As the temperature decreases and the density increases, the rate of energy loss of primary particles becomes larger. This typically causes a reduction of the secondary proton production rate and an enhancement of the secondary neutron production rate ͓see Fig. 3͑a͔͒ . Fuel-shell mix lowers the temperature in the mix region, which increases the energy loss rate and results in a further reduction of the secondary proton production rate and an enhancement of the secondary neutron production rate. Shell material mixed into the fuel can directly affect secondary production by increasing the energy lost by T and 3 He after traveling through a given amount of D, due to the higher effective charge of the shell material mixed in.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In the direct-drive experiments described here, distributed phase plates, 22 polarization smoothing using birefringent wedges, 23 and 1 THz, two-dimensional smoothing by spectral dispersion 24 were applied to smooth the OMEGA laser beams in order to enhance illumination uniformity and implosion performance. Three types of capsules were used to study implosions with a wide range of areal densities. Low-R hot implosions were studied using thin ͑ϳ3 m͒ glass (SiO 2 ) shells filled with ϳ15 atm of D 2 . Some of these capsules were irradiated with a 1 ns square pulse delivering 23 kJ of on-target energy, while others were irradiated with a shorter ͑600-800 ps͒ pulse with on-target energy of ϳ12 kJ. 25 Medium and large R implosions were studied using capsules with thick ͑ϳ20 m͒ plastic ͑CH͒ shells filled with ϳ15 atm of D 2 , and cryogenic capsules with a ϳ100 m layer of D 2 ice enclosed within a 3-5 m thick CH shell, respectively. They were all irradiated with 1 ns square pulses, delivering 23 kJ of on-target energy.
Charged-particle data were collected with two types of spectrometers. Wedge-range-filter proton spectrometers 12, 26 provided secondary-proton spectra from up to six different directions simultaneously. These spectra were used to calculate the yield and mean energy of secondary protons. Two magnet-based charged-particle spectrometers 26 provided spectra of primary protons and tritons for low R implosions. Neutron data were obtained from three diagnostics. Neutron time-of-flight detectors 27 provided primary and secondary neutron yields as well as primary-neutron-yieldaveraged ion temperature (͗T i ͘ Y 1n ), and a neutron temporal diagnostic 28 measured the peak primary-neutron production time and the DD burn duration. In addition, secondaryneutron spectra were obtained from the 1020-scintillator array 29 on some of the more recent implosions. The data from each implosion include the five quantities
, and ͗E 2p ͘, which will be matched to simulations in the following section. In addition, the measured energy spectra of the secondary protons and where available secondary neutrons will be compared with the simulations. The yields and ͗T i ͘ Y 1n , together with a realistic plasma density, can also be used to determine what the simple hot-spot and uniform models imply for values of R hot,2p and R hot,2n .
IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
A Monte Carlo program was developed to model the experiments described in Sec. III. This allows us to use more realistic temperature and density profiles than those in the hot-spot and uniform models. The burn-averaged ion temperature profile ͓T i (r)͔ and the shell ͑or cold fuel, for cryogenic capsules͒ density profile ͓ cold (r)͔ are assumed to have super-or sub-Gaussian profiles, and the six model parameters are T i0 , T iw , T ip , S r0 , S w , and S p characterizing the temperature and density profiles
and cold ͑ r ͒ϭ cold0 exp͕Ϫ͓͑rϪS r0 ͒/S w ͔ Sp ͖.
͑6͒
These parameters are varied to produce simulated particle production that best fits the measured data for each implosion. The hot-fuel density profile ͓ hot (r)͔ is calculated assuming that the plasma is isobaric out to the peak shellpressure region; with this constraint, cold0 is then adjusted in order to conserve the fuel mass. ͑The initial fuel mass is calculated based on the initial fuel pressure and the size of the capsule.͒ For computational purposes, each primary particle is assumed to produce a secondary particle, and a spectrum of particles per unit energy dN 2 /dE is obtained. Since only a small fraction of the primary particles actually undergo secondary reactions, the secondary yield and spectrum need tobe normalized according to Y 2 ϭ͗ P 2 ͘Y 1 and dY 2 /dE ϭ͗ P 2 ͘Y 1 (dN 2 /dE)/N 2 ; ͗P 2 ͘ϭ͗͐ n D (l) sec (l)dl͘ is the probability of primary-to-secondary conversion, and is cal-FIG. 5. 1D clean LILAC simulations for low R implosion 30981 indicate that hot-fuel R starts to decrease as the capsule is significantly overdriven. This trend agrees with measurements where R hot are lower for full-laser energy ͑ϳ23 kJ͒ driven thin-glass shell capsules than for low laser energy ͑ϳ12 kJ͒ driven capsules ͑Fig. 1͒.
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Kurebayashi et al. Phys. Plasmas 12, 032703 (2005) culated in the program as the primary-yield-weighted mean value of the line integral of the D number density (n D ) times the secondary fusion cross section ( sec ) for all possible primary particle trajectories. The primary particle production is determined by the density and temperature profiles. The particles are followed along their trajectories through the capsule until either they escape or lose all of their energy. The energy loss is calculated, as briefly described in the following paragraph, in order to obtain sec along paths of primary particles. The probability of a secondary fusion reaction is calculated along the path of the primary particle, and then the birth position, direction, and energy of the secondary particle are calculated. The radial distributions of the primary and secondary particle birth positions are recorded as well to illustrate the effects of profiles and fuel-shell mix. The energy loss of charged particles in plasmas is strongly dependent upon the velocity of the particle. Depending on the relative magnitude of the particle velocity v p and the thermal velocity of the background electrons, v th , the plasma can be described as ''cold'' (v p ӷv th ), ''warm'' (v p ϳv th ), or ''hot'' (v p Ӷv th ). The theory, described in Ref. 30 , predicts that the plasma stopping power reaches a maximum when v p Ϸv th , which was also demonstrated experimentally for the first time in Ref. 31 . The general form for the charged-particle energy loss per unit distance, dE/dx, in fully ionized plasmas is given by
where p ϭ(4n e e 2 /m e ) 1/2 is the electron plasma frequency, Z is the projectile charge number, v p is the velocity of the particle, v th ϭ(2T/m e ) 1/2 is the thermal velocity of the plasma electrons, and ln ⌳ is the Coulomb logarithm; n e , e, and m e are the electron density, charge, and mass, respec . ͑a͒ T i (r) and (r). Fuel mass is fully conserved, while 11% of the initial shell mass remains. ͑b͒ Radial distributions of the birth positions of primary and secondary particles indicate that secondary protons and neutrons are produced in a virtually identical region of the capsule. ͑c͒ Measured and simulated secondaryproton and ͑d͒ secondary-neutron spectra. Note that the shape and width of the simulated proton spectrum are very similar to those of the measured spectrum, even though these were not part of the fitting procedure. The difference in calculated and measured secondary yields are within the measurement uncertainties. Measured and simulated values of implosion characteristics are summarized in Table I . Figure 10 indicates how the radial profiles of T i and can change without significantly altering the quality of the fit to the data.
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Using 2005) above applies to slowing by both plasma electrons and plasma ions ͑for the conditions of interest here, electrons are responsible for about 90% of the energy loss͒. Since the model is static, the primary yield is calculated by multiplying the burn profile by the burn duration ͑full-width-half-maximum of the neutron production rate͒; therefore, the error in the measurement of the burn duration is included in the error of the primary yield. ͗E 2p ͘ is calculated from the secondary-proton spectrum, and ͗T i ͘ Y 1n is determined in the region where the primary particles are produced. 32 Each of the six input parameters is varied over a large range, initially using large steps to identify the region of small 2 . This region is then more carefully explored using finer grids; as a result, the six-dimensional parameter space is explored completely. For each set of model parameters, the predicted values of the experimentally measured quantities are calculated and the quality of agreement with the data from a particular implosion is characterized with the total 2 , which takes account of uncertainties in the experimental measurements. For each implosion, it is found that multiple local minima exist within the space of model parameters but that there is one clear region with the smallest values of 2 . Errors on the values of individual model parameters are then estimated by asking how much they can be changed without causing the total 2 to increase by more than one. Although the widths and shapes of secondaryproton spectra are not used as fit criteria, it will be seen that the predicted spectra match the measured spectra quite well; this fact provides extra confidence that the best-fit model parameters are realistic. Fig. 4 . These values were then compared with R hot sim ϵ͐ D dr, integrated over the hot-fuel region.
V. RESULTS

A. Low areal density implosions
For low-R hot implosions, the primary 3 He and T traverse the entire hot-fuel region, and the values of R hot,2p and R hot,2n inferred from secondary protons and neutrons using the hot-spot ͑or uniform͒ model generally agree with each other and usually give a reasonable estimate of the actual value of R hot . This is shown experimentally by the square points in Fig. 1 , which compares values of R hot,2p and R hot,2n . These values were inferred according to Fig. 4 assuming a D plasma with a temperature of ͗T i ͘ Y 1n keV and a density of 1.5 g/cc ͑obtained from a typical best-fit simulation, as discussed below͒. Figure 1 also illustrates that R hot,2p and R hot,2n are larger for implosions with lower ͑ϳ12 kJ͒ on-target laser energy ͑open squares͒ than for implosions with full ͑ϳ23 kJ͒ laser energy ͑closed squares͒. This could be explained by a larger amount of glass shell being ablated away in full energy implosions, resulting in less material to drive the fuel inward 33, 34 ͑see Fig. 5͒ . In addition, these values of R hot exp 1 from D 2 implosions with full laser energy show reasonable agreement with values from similar thin-glass shell DT implosions, 35 for which the knock-on method 36, 26 was used to determine the R hot . For implosion 30981, which involved a 3.1 m glass shell filled with 14.7 atm of D 2 gas, Fig. 6͑a͒ shows simulated density and temperature profiles from the best-fit simulation ͑see Appendix A for other simulations͒. Figure 6͑b͒ shows radial distributions of the primary and secondary particle birth positions; secondary protons and neutrons are produced in virtually identical regions of the capsule. In addition, a high plasma temperature and a low R hot result in similar values of R hot sim inferred from the simulated secondary yields. Values of R hot sim were inferred using the hot-spot model and assuming a plasma temperature of ͗T i ͘ Y 1n keV and a plasma density of 1.5 g/cc ͑obtained from the best-fit simulation͒. In addition, values of R hot sim agree with R hot sim obtained from the fuel density profile shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ ; this indicates that the small amount of fuel-shell mix in this type of implosion does not have much impact on the accuracy of the simple model. Measured data and results of the simulation are summarized in Table I . Simulated secondary spectra are in good agreement with measured spectra as shown in Figs. 6͑c͒ and 6͑d͒ . The measured secondary proton spectrum is an average of fivespectra obtained simultaneously at different angles from implosion 30981. 981 . Experimental data were fitted by adjusting (r) and T i (r). Total 2 along with parameters specifying the cold (SiO 2 ) temperature and density Gaussian profiles ͓peak temperature (T i0 ), 1/e radius (T iw ), power of the exponent (T ip ), peak density radius (S r0 ), 1/e radius (S w ), and power of the exponent (S p )] are also listed. R cold ϭ͐ cold dr, integrated radially over the SiO 2 shell region, and R hot ϭ͐ D dr integrated radially over the hot-fuel region of the simulated profiles. Values of R hot,2n and R hot,2p were deduced using measured ͑left column͒ and simulated ͑right column͒ yield ratios assuming a 1.5Ϯ1 g/cc ͓obtained from Fig. 6͑a͔͒ D plasma at ͗T i ͘ Y 1n Ϯ0.5 keV.
Shot 30981
Measured Simulated 
B. Medium areal density implosions
Correctly inferring the value of R hot is more difficult for implosions of capsules with thick plastic shells because Y 2p reaches saturation when R hot is sufficiently large, and Y 2n is enhanced in the presence of increased fuel-shell mix. The triangles in Fig. 1 show that the values of R hot,2p are often smaller than values of R hot,2n , as previously reported in Ref. 12 . Values of R hot,2p and R hot,2n were inferred assuming a temperature of ͗T i ͘ Y 1n keV and a D plasma with a density of 2 g/cc. Figure 7͑a͒ shows the temperature and density profiles that result in the best fit to the measured data for implosion 27 443 ͑19.4 m plastic shell filled with 15 atm of D 2 gas͒, and Fig. 7͑b͒ shows the resulting radial distributions of primary and secondary particle birth positions. About 32% of the initial CH mass remains, and ϳ1.3 m of the initial CH layer has mixed into the fuel ͑which is similar to the amount ͑a͒ T i (r) and (r). Fuel mass is fully conserved, while 32% of the shell mass remains. ͑b͒ Radial distributions of the birth positions of primary and secondary particles show that secondaryproton production is diminished, while secondary-neutron production is enhanced in the region of significant fuel-shell mix. This causes secondary protons to underestimate, and secondary neutrons to overestimate the actual value of R hot . ͑c͒ Measured and simulated secondary proton spectra. ͑d͒ Simulated secondary neutron spectrum. Experimental and simulated values of implosion characteristics are listed in Table II , while other fits are illustrated in Fig. 11 . of mix reported in Refs. 19-21. 37 The 3 He are ranged out before traversing the entire fuel region. Figure 7͑b͒ also illustrates an enhancement of Y 2n by fuel-shell mix; the increased energy loss of T per unit R hot , due to the cooler, dense shell material, results in an enhanced DT fusion cross section ͑Fig. 3͒, which causes Y 2n /Y 1n to overestimate R hot sim .
Simulated yields and additional parameters characterizing the implosion are summarized and compared with measurements in Table II . This table shows that the values of R hot sim implied by secondary protons and neutrons are smaller and larger than the value of R hot sim , respectively. The hot-spot model was used to obtain values of R hot using ͗T i ͘ Y 1n keV for the temperature and assuming the density of the D plasma was 2 g/cc.
The simulated secondary proton spectrum is compared with the measured spectrum in Fig. 7͑c͒ . The measured secondary proton spectrum is an average of three spectra simultaneously obtained at different angles from implosion 27443; it shows more downshift than spectra from the low R hot implosions, reflecting a higher areal density in the compressed shell. The widths of the secondary proton and neutron spectra ͓Fig. 7͑d͔͒ are slightly narrower than in the previous case because the average energy of the primary particles, at the time they undergo secondary fusion, is smaller.
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C. Cryogenic implosions
For cryogenic implosions, the interpretation of inferred values of R hot is even more subtle, since there is a hightemperature, low-density fuel region and a low-temperature, high-density fuel region. If most of the secondary particles FIG. 8 . ͑a͒ Profiles T i and 0 from the best-fit simulation of shot 28 900 ͑cryogenic capsule with a 5.1 m CD shell and 89 m D 2 ice layer͒ which gives the best fit to the measurement. 31% of the total mass remains. ͑b͒ Radial distributions of the birth points of primary and secondary particles show that most of the secondary protons are produced in the hot-fuel region, while secondary neutrons are mainly produced in the cold-fuel region. ͑c͒ Measured and simulated secondary-proton spectra. ͑d͒ Simulated secondaryneutron spectrum, which is narrower than the spectra in Figs. 6͑d͒ and 7͑d͒ because primary T are less energetic at the time they undergo secondary reactions; R of cold fuel is large enough to stop primary T ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒, and the cross section increases as T loses energy ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒. Important implosion characteristics are summarized in Table III , while other fits are illustrated in Fig. 12. are produced only in the hot-fuel region, then Y 2 /Y 1n can be used to infer R hot . On the other hand, if secondary particles are mainly produced in the inner part of the cold-fuel region, the inferred R is larger than R hot , but smaller than R total . ͑Even the more penetrating T cannot traverse the entire coldfuel region since the range of T in a 8 g/cc, 1 keV D plasma is ϳ15 mg/cm 2 , and we usually calculate R total Ͼ40 mg/cm 2 from the downshift of the average secondaryproton energy for cryogenic implosions.͒ Figure 1 shows that R hot,2n is always larger than R hot,2p for those implosions ͑values were inferred assuming a ͗T i ͘ Y 1n keV, 3 g/cc D plasma͒.
Radial profiles of temperature and density calculated for implosion 28900 ͑89 m D 2 ice layer inside of 5.1 m CH shell͒ are shown in Fig. 8͑a͒ , and simulated and measured spectra are shown in Figs. 8͑c͒ and 8͑d͒. As indicated in Figs. 8͑d͒ and 9 , the secondary-neutron spectrum is much narrower than the secondary-neutron spectra from Figs. 6͑d͒ and 7͑d͒ because the primary T are, on average, less energetic when they fuse with thermal D. 12 Measurements of secondary-neutron spectra from more recent cryogenic implosions also show the same characteristics.
The radial distributions of the primary and secondary birth positions shown in Fig. 8͑b͒ indicate that secondary protons and neutrons are born mainly in the hot-and coldfuel regions, respectively. Therefore, R hot,2p gives an estimate of R hot , while R hot,2n provides a lower limit on R total . In this type of implosion, effects of mix or exchange of hot and cold fuel play significant roles in determining the radial distribution of secondary birth positions.
Simulated values of yields and other important implosion characteristics are compared with experimental results in Table III . The hot-spot model value of R hot,2n sim is close to R total sim , but this does not mean that the hot-spot model describes the implosion accurately. The agreement is an accidental consequence of using the wrong temperature, ͗T i ͘ Y 1n , which samples the hotter central region rather than the cooler fuel region where most of the secondary neutrons are produced.
This implosion has also been analyzed using a combination of x-ray and neutron measurements, without the use of secondary proton data. Those results are discussed in Ref. 38 . While the best-fit profiles were somewhat different, they agree within the uncertainties of the two simulation techniques.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The hot-spot and uniform models have been used to infer the areal density of the hot-fuel region (R hot ) of D 2 implosions, but disagreements between the values of R hot inferred from secondary-proton and neutron yields have often been observed, indicating limitations in these simple models. Results from direct-drive experiments at the OMEGA laser system and Monte Carlo simulations provided a deeper understanding of the relationship between R, the capsule structure, and secondary particle production. Experiments show that values of R hot inferred from the ratios of secondary proton and neutron to primary-neutron yields (Y 2p /Y 1n and Y 2n /Y 1n ) using the hot-spot model agree well for low R hot implosions ͑thin-glass shell capsules͒, and simulations indicate that they give a good estimate of the actual value of R hot . The results from implosions of D 2 -filled thin-glass shells also show reasonably good agreement with results 35 from implosions of similar capsules filled with DT gas. For thick-plastic-shell capsule implosions, FIG. 9 . Comparision of simulated secondary-neutron spectra for shots 30981 and 28900, showing that the spectrum from the cryogenic shot is narrower because the primary T are less energetic at the time they undergo secondary reactions; R of cold fuel is large enough to stop primary T ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒, and the cross section increases as T loses energy ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒. Note that detailed analysis of secondary neutron spectra was used to study areal density in Ref. 10 . where R hot of an implosion becomes sufficiently large, Y 2p /Y 1n underestimates R hot since the primary 3 He are ranged out before sampling the entire hot-fuel region. In addition, fuel-shell mix increases the rate of energy loss of 3 He and causes Y 2p /Y 1n to further underestimate R hot . The fuel-shell mix also causes Y 2n /Y 1n to overestimate R hot by slowing down the primary T, thereby increasing the secondary DT fusion reaction cross section. As a result, values of R hot for medium R hot capsules inferred from Y 2p /Y 1n and Y 2n /Y 1n using the hot-spot model should be interpreted as estimates of the lower and upper limits on the actual R hot , respectively. For cryogenic capsules, secondary protons are produced mainly in the hot-fuel region, and the protonimplied value of R provides a good estimate of the hot-fuel R. In contrast, secondary neutrons are mostly produced in the inner part of the cold-fuel region, and the neutronimplied R gives a lower limit on the total R when calculated correctly using the secondary-neutron-birth-point average temperature and density. Naive use of the simple hotspot or uniform model, with a burn-averaged temperature, often results in inaccurate inference of R hot . More thorough analysis, such as the use of complete data sets and simula- FIG. 10 . Samples of different ͑a͒ temperature, ͑b͒ and ͑d͒ density, ͑c͒ pressure, and ͑d͒ burn profiles which produced fits to the data which are statistically compatible with the data for implosion 30981. Bold lines represent the best-fit profiles; dashed and dotted lines represent the fits having the highest and lowest peak temperature, respectively, in the group of fits ͑gray lines͒ for which the total 2 is within one of its minimum value.
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Kurebayashi et al. Phys. Plasmas 12, 032703 (2005) tions for determining the secondary birth positions and the effects of mix, as presented herein, or the use of detailed analysis of secondary neutron spectra both from experiments and simulations, 10 is required in order to obtain a realistic estimate of R hot .
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APPENDIX A: MODEL UNCERTAINTIES
Section V showed the parameters of models that provided simulations most closely matching measured data. Figure 10-12 show how much these models parameters can be altered without becoming statistically incompatible with the data. FIG. 11 . Samples of different ͑a͒ temperature, ͑b͒ and ͑d͒ density, ͑c͒ pressure, and ͑e͒ burn profiles which produced fits to the data which are statistically compatible with the data for implosion 27443 ͑as described in the caption of Fig. 10͒ . The width of the burn profile is narrower than the width for implosion 30 981, indicating more compression.
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APPENDIX B: NOTATION
Since a number of different notations have been used to refer to quantities related to areal density, we have tabulated them in Table IV for clarity. FIG. 12. Samples of different ͑a͒ temperature, ͑b͒ density, ͑c͒ pressure, and ͑d͒ burn profiles which produced fits to the data which are statistically compatible with the data for implosion 28900 ͑as described in the caption of Fig. 10͒ . The width of the burn profile is narrower than the width for implosion 30981, indicating more compression. 
